We discuss the impact of a tiny Lorentz-violating b µ term on the one dimensional motion of a Dirac particle scattering on a rectangular barrier. We assume the experiment is performed in a particular inertial frame, where the components of b µ are assumed constants. The results show that Lorentz-violation modification to the transmission rate depends on the observer Lorentz nature of b µ . For a spacelike or lightlike b µ the induced resonant frequency shift depends on the polarization, while for timelike b µ there is essentially no modification.
Basic assumptions
In this report, we try to use the Standard-Model Extension 1 to explore the impact of a tiny Lorentz symmetry violation (LV) b µ on the Klein tunneling effect. 2 The complete analysis is presented in Ref. 3 . For simplicity, we assume that we are working in a particular inertial reference frame, where all the components of b µ remain constant. The hamiltonian of the LV modified Dirac equation iŝ
where
with ǫ ijk being a totally antisymmetric tensor with ǫ 123 = 1. Next, we will use the spacelike b µ term as an example to show the LV impact on the Klein tunneling, which lets us get a glimpse of how the LV impact depends on the observer Lorentz nature of b µ .
The impact of the LV b µ term on Dirac tunneling
For spacelike b µ , we can use observer Lorentz symmetry to transform it into b µ = (0, b), and further assume b(θ, φ) = b(sin θ cos φ, sin θ sin φ, cos θ)
for convenience. The static wave function can take the form
where φ n = ξ n η n with subscript n = i, r, f, g, t respectively. According to
From the lower equation of (3), we determine η n and substitute it back into the upper equation of (3) to get the dispersion relation
A similar relation applies to q with the replacements p → q, E → E − V 0 in Eq. (4). Assume further that ξ n ≡ N ξ i , where N = R, F , G, T respectively. By using the continuity equation at points Z = 0, L, in principle we can solve for all the proportionality constants R, F , G, T . For example, using the method above, we can determine the transmission amplitude as
where K ≡ 1 −
V0
E+m−bs , s = ±1, and we have used p = p ′ , q = q ′ since Eq. (4) is an even function of p. Next, supposing b = bê Z , we get from Eq. (5) the resonant energy
when E > V 0 + m + bs. This is the relativistic counterpart of ordinary quantum-mechanical resonant transmission. 4 For a specific resonance number n, the resonant energy difference between states with opposite helicity is δE Res (n) ≡ E Res (n, +1) − E Res (n, −1) = 2b. For a specific barrier height V 0 and energy E of the incoming electron, the resonant barrier length is L(n, s) = nπ √ (E−V0−bs) 2 −m 2 . The resonant-length difference between opposite-helicity states with the same n is
is the Lorentz-invariant resonant-barrier length. So the resonant-length difference δL(n) increases with the barrier length L. In principle, we may use this and a precisely controllable long barrier to amplify the tiny LV b µ effect. See Fig. 1 , where we plot with an impractically large b ∝ 0.001m e to make the LV helicity-dependent shift of the resonant spectrum distinguishable. A complete discussion using other types of b µ is similar; see Ref. 
